Glasgow City Council response to queries submitted by Dennistoun Community Council
to the Dennistoun Area Partnership meeting held on 1st September 2021.
Re: http://dennistouncc.org.uk/2021/09/04/submission-to-dennistoun-area-partnership-september-2021/

Friday 17th September 2021
Thank you for your recent enquiries on behalf of Dennistoun Community Council. I have liaised with colleagues across
the service and have detailed below information in relation to each topic. For ease of reference I have provided
responses in the order submitted and highlighted the topics/enquires raised by you in blue with responses in black.
As I mentioned at the recent Area Partnership I am happy to attend a DCC meeting. I would ask however that I am given
notice of issues DCC would wish to discuss to ensure I have an opportunity to liaise with internal colleagues prior to the
meeting.
1. Known Projects
What are the latest timelines for each of these projects?
In what ways are they formally communicating progress and developments - both internally within GCC and, then,
how are the outcomes of these considerations directly communicated to external stakeholders such as DCC and
others?


LTN (review)

All measures and infrastructure introduced under the Scottish Government’s Spaces for People (SfP) programme within
Glasgow, are subject to a review and reporting process. This review is made up of 3 separate data sources. A public
consultation process, physical user counts taken via video survey’s (where appropriate) and finally a review of the
strategic policy of the City Council and Scottish Government with regards travel / transport, liveable neighbours etc. The
output from this review will be a written report. The report will be submitted to the City Administration Committee, the
Committee will decide the future of all SfP measures and whether they are to be made permanent or removed. Online
public engagement for these measures was held in May and June 2021 and received nearly 4000 individual responses.


Liveable Neighbourhoods consultation (proposed)

The Liveable Neighbourhood (LN) programme is in its infancy however we will see an increase of activity in the coming
month on the first tranche. Arcadis have now been appointed as the consultant to take forward the project in the
Dennistoun to Cranhill LN area. They will officially start work mid-September. We are awaiting the project programme
from the consultants to inform us of the timeline however we expect a rapid start. Arcadis will hold a number of on
street and in person engagement sessions and workshops with local stakeholders and communities across Dennistoun,
Haghill/Carntyne and Riddrie/Cranhill, as well as use the digital engagement platform, similar to that used for the Spaces
for People activity. We will of course be taking cognisance of this previous engagement on board.
The project will operate through RIBA stages 0-2 to September 2022. Stage 0-1 will see the consultants gather
information for an area study and undertake collaborative local engagement to generate a list of proposed local projects
under a series of 4 themes, These can be found on our LN Story Map. Stage 2 will see collaboratively selected local
projects taken to concept design. This will allow for a library of local projects that can be presented for funding bids to
take the identified projects to technical design and then construction.
It is important to note that Liveable Neighbourhoods does not have designated funding.
Due to the nature of Liveable Neighbourhoods we are working with and informing a number of internal departments
such as Planning and Roads. Progress and development will be communicated through Glasgow City Council Webpage
and Digital media such as Twitter. This will also be displayed via our digital engagement platform when it is live.
Arcadis / council officers will be in contact directly with local stakeholders to provide more information.


RPZ (consultation)
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Work was due to recommence on this project in September, however due to resource issues this will be delayed. NRS do
not have alternative timescales at this time.


Pavement parking ban (advance preparation)

The Transport (Scotland) Bill, which received Royal Assent on 15 November 2019, will introduce a ban on footway
parking across Scotland and would allow local authorities to enforce vehicles parking on footways and adjacent to
dropped kerbs, however, Transport Scotland has yet to produce guidance to local authorities on the implementation of
the ban including the criteria and process for exemptions. Until such time as the regulations and guidance are published,
we are not in a position to comment on how the ban and any exemptions will be implemented. Unfortunately, there is
currently no indication on when the regulations and guidance will be in place.


LEZ (post-consultation)

What are the latest timelines for each of these projects below?
The preferred scheme design for the LEZ has been published as part of the recent consultation exercise. The LEZ will
come into effect on 31st May 2022 and this will begin a mandatory grace period, set in legislation, of one year before
enforcement begins. Therefore the LEZ will be enforced from 1st June 2023. Vehicles registered to residential addresses
within the LEZ will be subject to a further year grace period. Therefore the LEZ will be enforced for these vehicles from
1st June 2024.
Full details of the preferred LEZ scheme design can be found at https://www.glasgow.gov.uk/LEZ
In what ways are they formally communicating progress and developments - both internally within GCC?
Progress on LEZ development is communicated through inter-departmental working within GCC and through external
oversite groups such as the LEZ Consistency Group, the LEZ Enforcement Group and the LEZ Leadership Group.
How are the outcomes of these considerations directly communicated to external stakeholders such as DCC and
others?
GCC have communicated LEZ developments through our dedicated website, social media, traditional media (including
radio advertising), workshops, engagement events and direct communication channels. The two public consultations on
the LEZ have utilised all of the above communications methods, including direct mail to LEZ residential addresses.
GCC officers have presented to the Community Council’s Development Session on the LEZ and have communicated
developments, such as the recent consultation, through the GCC Community Council Officer, directly to the various
Councils.
As the LEZ continues to develop and enforcement approaches, the need to communicate with stakeholders and the
public will increase.
Our communications and engagement activities will increase accordingly.


Inner East SDF (post-consultation)

Timeline – the consultation for the Inner East SDF closed on the 3 September. There were 470 responses and it will take
time to go through them and amend the document where required. This process can take a number of months, but we
would hopefully be moving towards a final version of the SDF in spring 2022
Communication – the finalised SDF will be presented to GCC Committee for approval and then to the Scottish
Government for adoption. We will promote the SDF externally through the existing GCC media team (using press
releases and social media etc). Once adopted we aim to report annually to Committee on the delivery of the Action Plan.


Learning Quarter and Merchant City - City Centre District SDFs (ongoing)
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These documents are being considered internally at the moment, it is expected that this process will take another three
weeks or so.
After that they will go to Committee for permission to formally consult the public on the documents before they are
considered for approval by the Committee. It is still expected that this will take place at the beginning of next year.
This was presented to the Community Council during the development of the DRF’s and DCC will be contacted once the
formal consultation period is underway.


Others?

The process outlined above for the SDFs applies to all the SDFs we are undertaking in our team. To date, SDFs have been
adopted for the River Corridor, Govan-Partick and the City Centre. The SDF for Glasgow North is being finalised and the
Inner East SDF will follow
2. Cycle lockers
The units were always destined to be installed in a variety of locations depending on the locations.
The referenced committee paper provided these locations.
In some cases (the presence of drain covers or gas valves for example) infrastructure that was not picked up during
surveys lead to the locations being altered.
3. EV charging points
EV charging points are to be installed ‘on-street’, as indicated in the image below. Although the chargers themselves are
on the pavement, the parking bays will be on the carriageway.
This is to minimise the risk of accidental damage to the EV Chargers. We ensure there is 2m clearance on the pavement
for pedestrians and wheelchair users

The chargers are placed on the toe of the pavement (nearest the roadside). The cars use a cable to plug in to the charger
so there is a cable but only about 0.5m between the vehicle and the charger, as shown below. This image is from Wilson
Street in the Merchant City. The second image is the same location but shows the pavement remains accessible.
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With Scotland committed to phasing out petrol and diesel vehicles by 2030, we’re having to deploy units all across the
city, both on street and in car parks. Having one in an area is an amenity and helps to facilitate that transition.
4. Pelican crossing on Duke Street at Whitehill Street
Contractors experienced operational difficulties in the full delivery of these works, however lining works on Duke Street
are expected to commence on Thursday 16 September 2021.
5. Co-wheels car club
Unfortunately this car was written off and following an insurance claim has had to be re-ordered as a new vehicle.
There are delays on new cars at the moment and Car Club informs me that there are a variety of global reasons due to
Covid, which has meant car manufacturers have been struggling to procure microchips, this has created a backlog of
orders.
Colleagues have advised that the first available car will be assigned to this location. Please be assured that it is being
replaced but we don’t have an exact date yet.
6. Advertising trailers
I have raised this internally with Planning and Enforcement colleagues and when I have a response I will provide this to
DCC.

I trust this is of assistance.
Neighbourhood Liaison Co-ordinator (Dennistoun)
Neighbourhoods, Regeneration and Sustainability
Glasgow City Council
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